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Abstract 

The Beam-Plasma Discharge Revisited 

(A New Theoretical Model) 

by 

Xavier Llobet 

Many features related to the ignition of the Beam-Plasma Discharge 

can be explained with the requirement of a critical density, which in 

case of a self-made plasma translates into a critical current. However, 

other characteristics indicate that this requirement which arises from 

the geometry, is a necessary but not sufficient condition. In this 

thesis it is shown that a second requirement must exist, also taking the 

form of a minimum current. With these two constraints most of the igni¬ 

tion-related features can be explained. A preliminary analysis of the 

discharge showing how the second requirement arises is presented. 
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Introduction 

In the last twelve years many rocket flights have been launched 

which injected electron beams into the ionosphere in order to perform 

active experiments in ionospheric and magnetospheric physics [Winckler, 

1980]• In these experiments it was assumed that the electrons would 

propagate as an ensemble of single particles, following the trajectory 

of single electrons in the combined geomagnetic and geoelectric fields* 

However, the experimental results indicated that collective effects did 

occur and that the beam could be spatially spread, heated, and pitch 

angle scattered* Also, it was soon realized that the ambient plasma 

density was too low to neutralize the rocket during beam emission; how¬ 

ever, in all the flights with beam currents up to several amperes, sig¬ 

nificant charging was not observed, indicating the presence of an addi¬ 

tional source of plasma near the rocket* 

To study these phenomena in detail, lab experiments were run* Here 

is a description of a typical experiment : when a low current electron 

beam is launched into a low pressure neutral gas, with no plasma ini¬ 

tially present, the electrons follow single particle trajectories* For 

weak magnetic fields the beam is noded, if the gun is aligned with the 

field lines, or a helical ribbon, if there is a finite pitch angle* 

When the current exceeds a threshold value, the critical current, there 

is a sudden change* The light emitting region, which for low currents 

coincided with the beam, becomes a solid straight cylinder with about an 

order of magnitude increase in luminosity and an increase in diameter 

[Kharchenko et al*, 1962; Getty and Smullin, 1963; Bernstein et al*, 

1 
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1978, 19791. This state is called the Beam-Plasma Discharge (BPD)• The 

increase in luminosity implies the presence of a new source of ioniza¬ 

tion-excitation in addition to the primary beam. Galeev et al. [19761 

and Bernstein et al. [19781 independently proposed that the rocket neu¬ 

tralization was achieved because the electron beam ignited the BPD near 

the rocket. 

A simple phenomenological description is as follows : the beam 

interacts with the neutrals, ionizing them by collisions, and a plasma 

is built up. Radial confinement is provided by the magnetic field and 

axial confinement results from the finite system length; if the pressure 

is high enough, collisions can enhance the axial confinement. The sub¬ 

sequent beam-plasma interaction sustains unstable waves which, in turn, 

accelerate plasma electrons to energies above the ionization threshold. 

These secondary electrons become the main ionizing agent in the dis¬ 

charge. In some respects the configuration is analogous to an RF dis¬ 

charge with the HF waves internally generated rather than being produced 

by an external oscillator. 

The BPD was discovered in 1962-63 [Kharchenko et al., 1962; Getty 

and Smullin, 1963]. Most of the early work was mainly phenomenological, 

and the experimenters were mainly concerned with electron and ion 

heating. It was proposed that the oscillations at the electron cyclo¬ 

tron frequency were responsible for the discharge, which happened 

at u) » ü) • 
p c 

In this work a slightly different approach will be followed. 

Instead of investigating the temporal evolution of the beam-plasma con¬ 

figuration at large currents, as in the early experiments, it is assumed 
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that the system, at any current, is in "steady state"; thus the measured 

plasma parameters (plasma density, emitted light, wave spectrum) are 

functions of the current, not of the time. 

It has been shown that the ignition of BPD requires attaining a 

critical density, which implies a critical current. In this thesis the 

experimental identification of this requirement is reviewed and it will 

be shown that it is a necessary but not sufficient condition for igni¬ 

tion. Another requirement is needed, in the form of a second minimum 

(or critical) current. A theoretical analysis yields a model that con¬ 

firms the existence of this second requirement. 

The critical density 

When an electron beam traverses a neutral gas it makes ion-electron 

pairs by collisions. A plasma builds up, and the steady state density 

is given by the balance between the production and the loss from the 

region occupied by the beam. 

The production rate (number of ion pairs per unit time per unit 

volume) is, assuming that the target is thin (that is, that the length 

of the system is shorter than the mean free path), 

P = N OJ = N cI/A, o o 

NQ being the number density of neutrals and a the ionization cross 

section, which is proportional to E~°*8 for energies in the kilovolt 

range (E is the energy of the beam electrons). J is the current den- 
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sityf and I is the current of the beam. 

The area A depends on the source size and on the gyroradius of the 

beam electrons. The gyroradius of a beam electron depends only on its 

perpendicular velocity component. Due to the optics of the gun the beam 

has some divergence, so the electrons have a finite radial velocity. 

The beam is neutralized in a time x. = (N <jv, )_1, the ionization time, 
i o b 

and for longer times the beam is effectively neutral. So it is assumed 

that the beam is neutralized by ions and therefore the space charge 

electrostatic force which would make the beam expand is absent. When 

the gyroradius is smaller than the source the beam has the transverse 

dimensions of the source; the influence of the magnetic field appears, 

for a monoenergetic beam, as a periodic ripple on the surface of the 

beam. When the source size is smaller than the gyroradius the mono- 

energetic beam shows a noded configuration; this noding is due to the 

finite divergence of the beam. Because all the particles have the same 

gyrofrequency and all travel at the same velocity, they refocus to 

almost the source size periodically. The diameter at the antinode is 

four gyroradii. 

The production in the total volume (LA) is 

P = PLA = LAN Ol/A =* LN <Jl « LN IE~0 *8 (1) 
o o o 

The plasma is lost axially and radially, TO each process an escape 

rate can be assigned, provided that the loss rate is proportional to 

the number density n so that the loss per unit time per unit volume 

is n(r +• Ti~^ • 
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The ambipolar loss is probably the most important axial escape 

process in the absence of collisions; the typical parallel velocity 

should be the sound velocity c
a “ (Te/M^)for Ti << Te' or 

cg * ( (TQ + T^)/M^)
1^2 more generally. The total axial loss is 

2v Ï 
L R = 2Anv = LAn —= LAnt B

_1 (2) 

The radial diffusion is affected by the magnetic field, so the 

escape velocity v^ will depend on B; this dependence will be discussed 

later. The total radial loss is 

2vl 
= 2irRLnvi « LAn —— s LAnr^”1 (3) 

In steady state p ■ Lj + L±r so gathering (1), (2), and (3) 

v v 
NQaI/A = n(r jj-1 + = 2n(— + —) (4) 

or, writing the current as a function of the plasma density 

I (4*) 

The beam interacts with the plasma and gives rise to unstable elec¬ 

trostatic waves. The perpendicular components of the wave vectors are 

not arbitrary, because the finite radius imposes some constraints. In 

the simplest case, the filled waveguide, J^(k^R) « 0 for a mode with 

an e^^* dependence. The smallest k^ allowed is given by k^R = 2.4 (2.4 
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is the first zero of the Bessel function J„). On the other hand the o 

parallel component is set by the resonance condition. For the Cherenkov 

instability it is - *zvb “ so wp/vb * n*/2/El^2/ where v^ is 

the velocity of the beam. 

It has been shown [Rowland, Chang, and Papadopoulos, 1981] 

that the condition for a very large amplification is kz > k^, that 

is o)p > 2.4 Vj^/R. So the finite geometry imposes a minimum density to 

be reached in order to be in the unstable regime, that is, the density 

needs to exceed a critical density nG« And, because the density is a 

function of the current, the critical density is attained at a current 

I , the critical current, linearly related to n . 
C   Q 

This condition can be written as nQ * K E/A, where K is a con¬ 

stant. Then, from (4*) 

I c * ncA 
E0.8 

N 
o 

El. 8 

N 
o 

(5) 

Bernstein et al. [1979] looked for the empirical dependence of Ic 

on E, B, Nq, and L treating each parameter as an independent variable. 

These parameters had, in this particular experiment, typical values of 

E - 1 kV, B - 1 G, pressure a 10~5 Torr, L a 20 m. Their results can be 

summarized in the expression 

E1*5 -c 
I « T——— for pressures smaller than 1.2 x 10 3 Torr (6) 
c N B°»7L 

O 

In Fig. 1 the pressure (neutral density) dependence is shown. The 

critical current decreases as 1/p when p increases for pressures lower 
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than pQ a 1 o~5 Torr, which is consistent with (5). For higher pressures 

the threshold current tends to be proportional to p; this feature will 

be discussed later. 

The critical current decreases when B increases, that is, less cur¬ 

rent is needed to ignite BPD when the magnetic field is higher, so with 

the same current higher plasma densities are attained. The increase in 

plasma density is larger than the change imposed by the decrease of the 

plasma radius. The axial lifetime is not affected by B, being T ^ « L; 

then the radial lifetime must increase with B. And in fact, taking 

Tj^ « B gives a very good fit to the experimental points, as can be seen 

in Fig. 2, where the curve 

   — + — (7) 
gl. 8 L B 

is plotted for the case L = 20 m, with a and b being given by the best 

fit to the data. 

The validity of (5) and (7) can be checked with the data furnished 

by Cabral et al. [1969]. Using their parameters (B =* 325 G, L = 0.48 m, 

p » 5 x 10-1* Torr He) and taking in account the reduction of the ioniza¬ 

tion cross section by a factor of ~ 7 because of the use of He rather 

than N2, equation (7) gives a value for Ic close to the experimental 

one, as can be seen in Fig. 2 also, where the curve for L * 0.48 m has 

been drawn. The discrepancy is not large, given the size of the extra¬ 

polation (a factor of 1/40 in the length, of 300 in B) and the approx¬ 

imations used (for example, the fact that the beam is noded at low mag¬ 

netic fields and uniform at high fields may introduce some geometrical 
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0> 
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13 
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E 
o 
<u 
m 

Pressure (torr) 

figure 1. Dependence of the threshold current on neutral gass pressure 

for several magnetic field strengths. The beam energy is 1.5 

kV, and the interaction length is 20 m. [From Bernstein et 

al., 1979] 
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Figure 2. Scaling law Icp/E
1,0 * a/L + b/B. The crosses clustered 

around 1 Gauss are experimental data from Bernstein et al, 

[1979], The best fitting values _a_ and b^ to these data are 

used to trace both curves. The predicted value for Cabral ' s 

experiment (L => 0,48 m, B = 325 G) is marked with a circled 

cross 
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factors). 

The assumption «B might be difficult to justify. In a radial 

diffusion process, the lifetime is 

where D is the diffusion coefficient. When the transverse size of the 

plasma is set by external means (size of the source, limiters, walls), R 

is independent of B, and T^ « 1/D. If the diffusion process is Bohm 

diffusion, then D * 1/B and the lifetime is proportional to B. This 

could be applied in Cabral's experiment where the gyroradius was smaller 

than the source; but, in this case, << t ^ and the radial loss is 

negligible. In Bernstein's experiment, however, the radius of the 

plasma depends on B as R « B”*, SO should be inversely proportional 

to the magnetic field strength, which is in disagreement with the 

experimental data. An explanation for this dependence of x^ on B has 

yet to be found. This unusual dependence may be a consequence of the 

peculiar ordering of the basic plasma lengths : Debye length * plasma 

electron gyroradius < beam electron gyroradius < transverse plasma 

dimensions < ion gyroradius, so the electrons are magnetized, but the 

ions are not. To our knowledge, diffusion in this regime has not been 

investigated 
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The critical current(s) 

Thus, the critical density current requirement arises from a geome¬ 

trical constraint: the finite radial dimensions of the beam-plasma 

system. When the beam size is controlled by the magnetic field, the 

critical density condition (M )critical = 2.4 vb/R can be written as 

(w ^/t> ... . « constant. Szuszczewicz et al. [1982] have found 
p c critical   

experimentally that ^p^c^j-itical ^as a va^ue between 3 and 5 for a 

series of runs with a given set up (electron gun, geometry). 

The critical density model can be tested in at least three differ¬ 

ent ways: 1) variation of ignition time with current; 2) existence of 

hysteresis; and 3) decrease of critical current in the presence of an 

ambient plasma density generated by external means. 

1) Ignition time measurements. 

The equation for the plasma density is 

dn 

dt 
P nt -1 (8) 

where P is the production proportional to I, and T”1 = T . The 

solution to (8), when the initial plasma density is zero, is 

n * PT(1 - e*t/T) (9) 

To reach the critical density n, Pr has to be larger than 
C 

(PT) = n , that is, I > I . For Pr > n , the time it takes for the 
c c c c 

density to reach nc is 
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* *T tn (pT^r-) ■T *n ( 1 + pTT-r) (10) 

c c 

Thus when the current is increased, Px increases, and the ignition time 

decreases following (10). The experimental data show very good agree¬ 

ment with this model [Szuszczewicz et al., 1982]. 

The same derivation can be done when there is a preexisting steady 

state ambient plasma density. Then (9) is replaced by 

n = n + Pr(1 - e-t^T) (9*) 
c 

and the ignition time becomes, for nQ < nc, 

t (pr •; r - —) <1°'> 
o c 

So, for I > I , an increase in the preexisting plasma density 

causes a decrease in the ignition time. Again, (10') gives a good 

agreement with the experiments. 

When the preexisting plasma is decaying (for example, when the gun 

is operated in a pulsed regime and the electron beam is fired in the 

afterglow of the preceeding BPD), the plasma density is given by 

n » n1e”
t^T + Pr(1 - e-t^T) (9") 

Even if the preexisting plasma is decaying and cooling off, its 

lifetime is not very different from that of the new plasma colli- 
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sionally produced by the beam. thus, the ignition time is, for I > Ic 

(i.e., Pt > nc) 

PT - n 

t * T in (PT . n ) <1°"> 
c 

this expression is also in good agreement with the experiments. 

2) Hysteresis 

At low pressures (~ 1 x 10”® torr) the emitted light shows a large 

increase at I » I . as shown in Figure 3. Once in the BPD regime, the 

discharge is not extinguished when the current is gradually reduced to 

below the critical value; it extinguishes at much lower currents [Bern¬ 

stein et al., 1978]. At moderate pressures (~ 4-5 x 10”® Torr) this 

hysteresis disappears, but at the transition the light still shows a 

steep increase. At higher pressures (~ 1 x 10”® Torr) the light shows 

no discontinuity, and the transition is characterized by a change in 

the slope of the light curve vs. current, as sketched in Fig. 4 (soft 

threshold). 

The appearance of strong cyclotron related waves in the pre-BPD 

regime seems to be related to the hysteresis. Both exist at low pres¬ 

sures, and disappear when the pressure is raised. No reason is known to 

explain this relationship. 

The hysteresis is consistent with the critical density requirement. 

In Fig. 5 the qualitative behavior of the density and the total 3914 A 

light are sketched. The 3914 A light emitted by the N2+ is a direct 

measurement of the ion production rate. In the following only the total 

light Qj is used; total means integrated over the whole plasma cross 
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Figure 3. Dependence of the peak 3914 Â intensity (measured with a 

scanning photometer) at low pressure, showing the abrupt 

transition and subsequent hysteresis as the beam current is 

reduced from the ignition value; when the current is reduced 

to 26 ma, the discharge is extinguished. [From Bernstein et 

al., 1978] 
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_1_ 

I 
c 

Beam Current 

Figure 4. Same as Fig. 3» but at high pressure. No hysteresis is 

present 
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Figure 5. Sketch of the dependence on the current of the total light 

and of the product of the density times the area. Two 

possible curves, corresponding to two different extinction 

current values, are shown. 
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section. 

As described earlier, the geometry changes when the beam-plasma 

configuration goes into the BPD state. From the critical density cri¬ 

terion, n_A depends only on the beam energy, that is, in BPD the cri- 

tical density is lower than in pre-BPD, because the plasma has a larger 

radius. Also, Qj, « P • A, assuming a homogeneous plasma, and n » Px, 

so nA « QJT . Then the plot of nA vs. I resembles closely the plot of 

Qj, vs. I, the difference being only in the proportionality between nA 

and QT in the two regions, which may change if the lifetime changes. 

At low currents, the light is linearly proportional to the current. 

At I * I there is a change in slope and there may be a discontinuity. 

If there is no discontinuity, that is, if the density has the critical 

value at I ■ I. for both the BPD and the pre-BPD, then there is no hys- 

teresis. On the other hand, if in the BPD the density has a value 

higher than the critical one at I ■ I , it decreases with decreasing c 

current, but the discharge is not extinguished until the density has 

decreased to the critical value, when the system goes back into the pre- 

BPD state. 

The actual value of the extinction current I cannot be evaluated 
0 

with the critical density assumption alone: it depends on the behavior 

of the density as a function of the current in BPD. As shown in the 

sketch (Fig. 5), I& can be very small or can be slightly smaller than 

I , in which case the hysteresis range could be easily missed experi- c 

mentally. The presence of hysteresis is evidence for the critical den¬ 

sity model. 
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3) Dependence of I on preexisting ambient plasma density. c 

When the electron beam is launched into a plasma whose density is 

below the critical density, nQ < nc, the current required to attain nc 

should be smaller than the critical current. After (9') the current 

would be enough to ignite BPD. 

It was reported by Bernstein et al. [1978, 1979] that for low pres¬ 

sures it was possible to ignite the discharge applying a small negative 

voltage to a collector grid (increasing thus the electron lifetime and, 

consequently, the electron density) or generating additional plasma by 

radiating RF at the gyrofrequency. At high pressure (~ 1 x 10"5 Torr) 

no ignition by external means was possible. 

This disagreement suggests that the critical density requirement 

is a necessary condition, but not sufficient. So there is another 

requirement, which might be translated into a minimum current I , and it 
Jr 

would happen that, for these series of experiments, with p * 10"® Torr, 

I ** Ie« In general 1^ * Ic, and any measured threshold current will be 

the larger of the two. 

This assumption easily explains the inability to ignite BPD at 

I < I , even when a plasma with density near n_ is present, if I does 
c c p 

not decrease when the ambient plasma density is increased. The critical 

density threshold current is lowered, according to (11), but I is not, 
F 

so a current smaller than Ic does not meet the second requirement and is 

unable to produce BPD 
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The measured dependence of the threshold current on the pressure 

(Fig. 1) may be explained with this second requirement, if_ Ip increases 

with the pressure. A graph of both Ic and Ip versus pressure would show 

them crossing at some pressure pQ where Ic ( pQ ) = Ip(pQ) • Thus, for 

pressure lower than pQ, the measured threshold current corresponds to 

the higher of both currents, in this case I , and shows the expected 1/p 

dependence. At pQ, the measured threshold current presents a minimum, 

and for higher pressures it corresponds to I , increasing with the pres- 
P 

sure. 

Recapitulating : 

- ignition time measurements confirm the critical density require¬ 

ment, at both low and high pressures. 

- Hysteresis is present at low pressures, which confirms the n c 

requirement; it is absent at high pressures, which is inconclusive. 

- The dependence of the threshold current on the ambient plasma den¬ 

sity at low pressures confirms the nQ requirement. At high pres¬ 

sures it shows that this requirement is necessary, but not suffi¬ 

cient. 

- To explain the ignition results a new requirement is needed. When 

translated into a minimum current I , it must meet two conditions 
ir 

i) Ip does not decrease when the ambient plasma density is 

increased. 

ii) Ip increases when the pressure is increased. 
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The BPP regime 

Going from pre-BPD to BPD the current changes only a few percent, 

but the ionization rate (proportional to the 3914 A light) can change by 

an order of magnitude or more. The ionization cross section for N2 has 

a threshold at E a 15 eV and a maximum at E ~ 100 eV. If the ionization 

rate changes by, say, a factor of ten, then in the BPD the beam elec¬ 

trons are responsible for only 10% of the ionizations; this means that 

the remaining 90% is done by electrons with energies above the thresh¬ 

old. 

One possibility is that these electrons are the Maxwellian tail of 

a hot electron plasma. However, the collision frequency is very small, 

and thermalization by collisions could not be achieved within T. 

Experimentally, the measured electron temperature is too low [Szusz- 

czewicz, 1982]. Typical values are m ~6X10^S“^,OJ ~ 2 x 10^ s“*, 
p c 

~ 3 x 105 s"1, vcoll ~ 5 x 10
4 s“l. 

If the plasma is cold, the energetic electrons are called supra- 

thermal electrons. There is good observational evidence of their pre¬ 

sence in the BPD [Szuszczewicz, 1982; Sharp, 1982]. 

The total 3914 A light can then be taken as a rough measure of the 

suprathermal electrons (more precisely, the difference between the total 

measured light and the light produced collisionally by the beam elec¬ 

trons is proportional to / dE f(E) E*^2 a(E), where f(E) is the supra¬ 

thermal electrons distribution function). in the BPD the dependence of 

the light on I is nonlinear, as was shown in a recent series of experi¬ 

ments (April 1981) at the Johnson Space Center. In these experiments, 

run at a pressure (~ 1 x 10-5 Torr) near the minimum of the threshold 
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current-p relationship, the dependence of the total light on beam cur¬ 

rent was measured for different beam energies and magnetic fields. In 

the BPD this dependence was nonlinear, as cam be seen in Fig. 6, and the 

best fit to the data was 

QT - eic
l/2 (I - Ic)

l/2 + air a « 0 (12) 

where & might depend on the neutral density. Note that the dependence 

on magnetic field strength and beam energy is only through I . Note 

also that at this pressure there is little or no jump of the light at 

the transition. For I » Ic, the parabola looks like Qj, * fji^/2!1/2. 

Why should the rate of ionization depend on Ic? This critical 

current is only a "geometrical constraint"; once the density is 

larger than the critical density, why should this critical value play 

any role? Again, a possible answer is that the parabola is in fact 

Q « SI */2(i - I l1/2, and just because I » I the ambiguity is 
T p p p ' op 

possible. 

It is suspected that at very low pressures Ip < Ic • The tip of the 

parabola would then be at I , but the transition would still take place 
XT 

at I_, so the light would show a jump at I_ (Fig. 5). This jump had 

been observed in earlier experiments (Fig. 3) [Bernstein et al., 19781. 

No attempt to verify the I hypothesis has been made: leaks had devel- 
P 

oped and it was not possible to decrease the pressure below ~ 8 x 1 o”6 

Torr in the vacuum chamber in the later experiments. 

The first criterion, the critical density current, has to do with 

pre-BPD conditions only; once in the BPD regime it should be of no im- 
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Figure 6. Total 3914 Â light dependence on I. The curve shown is the 

best fit of the type Q-, = al + pi (i - i )1/^2. 
ICC 
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portance, as long as n > n . On the other hand, the second criterion 
c 

"controls" the behavior of the discharge; for example, the amount of 

power extracted from the beam, as measured by the light, depends on Ip. 

How is the power transferred to the plasma? Through the beam- 

plasma instability the beam gives energy to electrostatic waves. The 

collisional damping, which would produce a bulk heating, may be 

neglected. A fraction of the energy of the waves is convected away (any 

mode-mode conversion, which will mostly take place in the radial density 

gradients, is included in this "convection"); this loss of energy acts 

like a damping term added to the temporal or spatial evolution equation 

of the unstable electrostatic waves. 

The beam-plasma instability may be either absolute or convective, 

that is, it may grow in time or in space. There is a mathematical cri¬ 

terion [Briggs, 1964], using the dispersion relation, that gives the 

nature of the instability, but the equations must be solved numerically 

and the process is long and tedious. It has been shown, both theore¬ 

tically and experimentally [Boyd et al., 19.73] that a finite beam in a 

finite plasma with a magnetic field produces both kinds of instabili¬ 

ties, depending on the value of the parameters (plasma temperature, beam 

energy, beam density, magnetic field, etc.). In the weak beam approx¬ 

imation, the mode is absolutely unstable when the plasma is sufficiently 

cold and the beam density exceeds a threshold density [Manickam et al., 

1975], but it becomes convectively unstable at modest temperatures. 

There is some evidence that in the BPD the instability is convective 

[Smullin, 1981; Jost et al., 1981]. (In these experiments beam injec¬ 

tion occurs at an axial boundary; a convective "configuration" could be 
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produced by the plasma density gradient caused by the boundary.) It is 

assumed that the instability is convective in the rest of this work. 

Convective instabilities are known to be saturated by beam trapping 

[Drummond et al./ 1970; O*Nell et al., 1971; lfcompson, 1971; Mizuno and 

Tanaka, 1972; Gentle and Lohr, 1973], The trapping mechanism can be 

schematized as follows. 

The phase velocity of the unstable wave is smaller than the velo¬ 

city of the beam, 

Av= vb - «A 4V2
,l/3' 

where n = n^/n is the ratio of the beam density to the plasma den¬ 

sity. Then in the wave frame the kinetic energy of a beam electron is 

1/2 m(Av)^. As the wave grows it eventually reaches an amplitude which 

is large enough to trap the beam electrons and an estimate of the trap¬ 

ping amplitude may be given by 

e$ “ me(Av)2. 

Once trapped, the electrons bounce in the potential well. When in the 

wave frame they have a negative velocity, they are extracting energy out 

of the wave, and the wave decays. If after a bounce period they are 

still trapped, their velocity (with respect to the wave) is positive 

again and the wave amplitude grows. The wave energy increases exponen¬ 

tially in the initial stages during the linear growth; then the linear 

approximation breaks down because of trapping, the wave energy density 
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reaches a maximum, decays, has a minimum and grows again, oscillating 

around an average value; the amplitude of the oscillation decreases 

slowly with increasing distance. The energy is transferred back and 

forth between the beam and the waves. Where the wave energy density is 

maximum, the beam has been decelerated and its energy reaches a minimum. 

Conversely, in a minimum of the wave energy density, the energy has been 

transferred to the beam electrons, so their energy shows a maximum. 

Because the bounce period is not the same for all the beam electrons, 

phase mixing spreads the beam in the velocity space and damps the oscil¬ 

lations . 

Hie maximum value of the electrostatic energy density is 

W tr “ 2nE Æ)V3 * n E^-)1/3 (13) 
mâx 2 o 2 

and the average value is 

w tr 
av 

1 w 
2 max 

tr 
* nE (|)V3 (f)V3. (13') 

All these calculations were done in one dimension. When applied to 

a finite radius system, the convection will extract energy, so beyond 

the maximum the average value of the wave amplitude will decrease. 

What mechanism allows the energy to be transferred from the elec¬ 

trostatic waves to a small fraction of the plasma electrons without 

heating the bulk plasma? What are the conditions for this mechanism to 

work? 
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One way to accomplish this selective heating is through soliton- 

like sharply localized electric field [Morales and Lee, 1974; Manheimer 

and Papadopoulos, 19751. If the particle velocity is slow enough so 

that it spends several rf periods inside the localized oscillating 

field, the phase averaged velocity kick <Av> imparted to the particle is 

negligible. But fast particles are able to get some energy from these 

fields (transit time acceleration) and suprathermal tails can be formed. 

The heating rate is given by 

W d 
 „ max r = 2  —— u) 

nT p 

where d is the fraction of the system occupied by the soli tons, that is, 

the linear density of solitons times the soliton length. The product 

d • Wmax can be taken as the average electrostatic energy density. 

Morales and Lee [1976] have shown that when the strong electrosta¬ 

tic waves have a finite spatial extent, the regions of large amplitude 

act like cavities, and modes whose phase is trapped within the cavities 

can grow absolutely unstable, creating sharply localized fields. Two 

conditions are required for this instability to happen: 

i) o>2 < a) i) 2 

P 

ii) 
W b) 
max ^ 2 -0)2 

nT 
0) 

The first condition is always fulfilled in the beam-plasma instability. 

because 
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« -«p [1 -ï®1/3 +f©2/3 * ] H-» 

SO 

m2 * u> 2 ( 1 - (1)1/3) < tt 2. 
P 2 ' p 

The second condition is met if 

V,* > nT (f)173- <15> 

The maximum electrostatic energy density allowed by trapping is given by 

(13)* When this energy density is large enough, soliton-like structures 

will form and they will accelerate the supra thermals • The condition for 

this to happen is 

W 
tr 

max 
> nT (1)1/3 

that is 

n > | (16) 

This suspiciously simple result is in quite good agreement with 

the experiments [Mizuno and Tanaka, 1972; Cheung et al., 1982]s 

when n > T/E, soliton formation or BPD is observed, and when n < T/E, 

steady state trapping is observed. 
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There is however a caveat in (16): because the real world tends to 

be two-dimensional or even three-dimensional, the presence of a magnetic 

field modifies (14) and even the definition of n» which becomes 

Also, the multidimensionality may affect the trapping and the 

soliton formation. Trapping has been observed experimentally in the 

presence of a strong magnetic field and with a relatively weak beam 

[Mizuno and Tanaka, 1972]; the results agree quite well with the theory 

if the right expression for n is used. 

Soli tons have been observed [Cheung et al., 1982] in a uniform, 

unmagnetized plasma; however, the active region, occupied by the beam, 

was also relatively thin (the diameter was approximately equal to the 

wavelength). There is no apparent reason to suppose that a small mag¬ 

netic field would drastically alter these results. 

So we assume that, except for the change in TJ, the physics remains 

the same if a small (o»c « w^) magnetic field is added to the system. 

For t»>c “ 0 or infinite, and kz >> k^ the usual definition of g 

is recovered. When the magnetic field is very small, oa 2 « w 2 

c p 

and w2 a U 2 

_ ^b cos2 8 
(17) n U a) 

! + ( E_£_)2 sin2 Q 

M 2 _ 2 

P 

1 + (ui 2/fo 2) sin2 0 
c P 

Now, 
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cos2 0 
k 2v 2 
z b 

k 2v 2 + k 2v 2 
zb lb 

U 2 + k 2v 2 
p lb 

n 
n + n 

c 

where n is the critical density (remember that n ** n was defined c c 

through k. » k. ). So the condition (16) for BPD becomes 
Z X 

°b n > JT 

n n + n„ E 
c 

that is, n^ > (T/E) (n + n ). Multiplying both sides by the area times 

the beam velocity, 

I (n + n ) v. A 
c b 

(18) 

and using (4) 

I > ~ (I + I ) N cv. x 
E cob 

where x is the plasma lifetime, and (N^av^) the ionization collision 

frequency x^~*• Ihen 

1 T X 
I + I EX. 
C 1 

6 

If G > 1 this equation has no solution* For G < 1, 

I > 
G 

1 - G 
I 
c (19) 
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It is very tempting to take the right hand term as I , the second 
Xr 

critical current. Indeed, it is an increasing function of the pressure, 

because I « 1/N and G «N , so I «1/(1 -G), which increases with G 
c o o p 

in the interval (0,1). 

Equation (18) can be written as 

I > f(I) = f-Avb[nc + n(I)] . (18') 

In the pre-BPD regime f(I) - (T/E) (T/T.^) (lc + I) » G(IC + I), 

as stated earlier. When an ambient plasma density is present, 

n(I) * n + n_ (I/I_). I_ is given by I_ * f(I_). If n is increased, o c c p p p o 

f(I) increases too; then, 1^ increases with nQ. 

If at the transition (I = I ) the plasma density increases enough c 

to make f(I) > I, the discharge extinguishes. Once extinguished the 

plasma density decays so that f(I) < I and the discharge is ignited 

again. These relaxation oscillations would have a period of several 

plasma lifetimes (the density has to increase and decrease). The "pul¬ 

sating" BPD observed by Bernstein et al. [1978] and Szuszczewicz et al. 

[1982] might be related to these oscillations. 

It is worth emphasizing that (16) and (19) are obtained through 

numerous although sometimes contradictory approximations. For example, 

the finite temperature of the plasma is an essential feature in the for¬ 

mation of the solitons and the acceleration of the suprathermals. How¬ 

ever, the trapping mechanism is essentially independent of the tempera¬ 

ture, which is taken as high enough to make the instability convective, 

but is still neglected. Also, the fact that the beam presents rela- 
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tively strong axial density gradients (the beam is noded) has been com¬ 

pletely neglected. This axial inhomogeneity should reduce the growth 

rates and increase the growth lengths, but no serious research along 

these lines has been undertaken. Plasma density gradients due to the 

boundaries may reduce further the growth rates. 

Then, a tentative model for the BPD is as follows: the beam 

creates a plasma by collisions; the convective beam-plasma instability 

is saturated by trapping for I > I • When I < I , the beam-plasma C P 

system goes into a steady state* Energy is exchanged between the beam 

and the waves, but is not transferred to the plasma* If I > I , the 
p 

electrostatic waves have a sufficiently large amplitude to evolve into 

solitons, which give their energy to the suprathermals. The plasma 

becomes so inhomogeneous that the instability is quenched. Then, the 

cycle starts all over again. The typical period of this cycle will be 

controlled by the solitons, which involve ion-acoustic waves, so 

Tp “ 1/(kocs) “ (vb/cs) “p"1 = (E/T)1/2 (opi
-1. 

There is some experimental evidence [Bernstein, private communication] 

of the existence of bursts in the HF spectrum at a repetition rate of 

the order of . It should be noted that the absolute beam-plasma 

instability also gives bursts. 

Following this scheme, it should be possible to crudely estimate 

the ionization rate. Because the spectrum of the suprathermals is not 

known, it is a useful approximation to take the energy required to pro¬ 

duce an ion-electron pair as a constant, independent of the energy of 
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the ionizing electron. if in addition it is assumed that a constant 

fraction of the supra thermal electron energy is lost in ionization, then 

the rate of ionization will be proportional to the power transferred to 

the suprathermals by the soli tons. 

If all the energy stored in the trapping-saturated wave goes into 

the soli tons, and all this energy goes into the suprathermals, the 

amount of energy the suprathermals receives at every cycle is, per unit 

volume 

tr 
(see (13')) 

so, per unit time 

tr 
(T/E)

1/2 « VPi®
1/3 t1/2 e1/2 

Then the production rate is 

and, if the lifetime of the plasma depends only on the geometry 

n « Pc « n^/3 nl/6 Tl/2 El/2 

The beam density is proportional to the current I, so 

n5/6 œI4/3 
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which implies 

n oc (21 ) 

and the light Qj, would show the same dependence Qj, « I**6, which does 

not agree with the experimental value QT « I®*
5. 

Trapping, however, is not the only mechanism saturating a convec¬ 

tive instability. Beam heating provides another way to limit the growth 

of the waves. The growth rate is a function of the temperature (spread 

in energy AE) of the beam. For values of AE/E smaller than n2^3» the 

growth rate y is given by Y/I) sgi/^in this case the beam is "cold" 
P 

and the instability is hydrodynamic. If AE/E is larger than , 

then y/fop » g E/AE and the instability is kinetic. 

The unstable waves driven by the cold beam act back on the beam, 

heating it at a rate [Shapiro, 1963] 

—— AE » 
dt 

6 
W 
n 

Ci) 2 
P_ 

Y 

which becomes a spatial heating rate 

dz 
AE a 6 — 

n 

0) 
JL 
Y 

(22) 

When AE/E reaches the critical values n2^3» the growth rate decreases 

rapidly. So the waves increase exponentially in space until z * Lj, 

where AE/E » n2^3; beyond this point the growth is slower. As a gross 

approximation, the contribution of the kinetic part may be neglected, 
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that is 

if AE/E < n2/3 

0 if AE/E > Tl2/3 

Fig. 7 compares the assumed y vs. AE/E dependence with a more 

correct model. The waves are convected radially away all the time. 

When Y = Y t this shows as a small reduction of the growth rate, but 
013.X 

in the zone where Y is small (or zero) this is a real damping, and the 

wave amplitude decreases exponentially. Thus it seems a good first 

approximation to take only the hydrodynamic regime in account. The 

possible influence of the kinetic regime will be considered briefly 

later. The point z * is defined by 

En2/3 * AE(L1) = / 

The value of d/dz AE is given by (22). So 

(23) 

The equation for the electrostatic energy density is 

b 

yielding 
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Figure 7. Dependence of the growth rate on the beam temperature. The 

broken line is the theoretical value. The full line is the 

approximation used 
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W(z) » W exp (2yz/v. ) 
O D 

The thermal spread of the beam at z * Lj is, from (23), 

at 2 , v. (ti 
2 W(L_ ) 

> - 0,2/3 - 6 “f- wo 2f (2lf W ' 3 — 

■Bien, the electrostatic energy density at the transition z = Lj is 

W(L ) » § (J-)* En2/3 = 2-8/3 nl/3 ^ 

P 

According to the approximations made, the energy density reaches 

its maximum at z » L^, so 

W 
bh 

max * w<v a inb
E (j)1/3 

which is nearly identical to the result obtained considering the trap¬ 

ping (see Eq. 13). Thus, beam heating and trapping give the same second 

critical current I , within a numerical factor. The energy given to the 

suprathermals is still 

dW 
st 

dt 
■a 

Pi 
*T/E W(Z) 

and the production rate 

E. 
:u> 
pi 

P(z) /P/E W(z) 
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The supra thermals are free to move along the field lines, so the pro¬ 

duction rate is the same at any z. Then, taking the average 

P 
L 

L 

/Q
1 dz P(z) 

U .   I* 

/P/E Jg W(z) dz (24) 

But (23) gives the value of the integral 

L. nyv 
/Q
1 W(z) dz « En2/3 —2~ 

“p 

so (24) becomes 

p «7- I^P/E En2/3 n1/2 y1/3 V 
L b 

* n, E 
b 

and n « P, so 

n « I (25) 

again, to compare to n « I®'®. 

When the current is increased, the growth rate is larger, so the 

wave grows faster, the transition point moves toward the origin, and the 

total electrostatic energy in this region increases with the current as 

shown. In the region where the wave decays, the damping rate does not 

change (it depends mostly on the geometry); if the total energy con¬ 

tained in this second region grows slower with the current them the 

energy in the first region, this would show as an exponent for I 

smaller than the one predicted taking only in account the first regime. 
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Clearly, more work in this field is needed. 

Papadopoulos [1975] and Rowland [1980] have suggested that the 

kinetic instability can also lead to BPD: the cold beam-plasma insta¬ 

bility is saturated by trapping; after some oscillations the beam is 

heated by phase mixing and other waves grow out of the initial noise and 

detrap the beam. Then the waves can keep growing, and parametric insta¬ 

bilities diffuse the energy out of the resonant modes to modes with 

higher k, with lower phase velocities, which then form solitons and 

accelerate suprathermals. But this chain of processes requires much 

more space and many more growth lengths than available in the lab 

experiments, but could occur naturally [Matthews et al., 1976]. 

Conclusion 

Experimental data concerning ignition of the BPD confirms the cri¬ 

tical density as a necessary requirement, but to explain some features a 

second requirement, in the form of a minimum current I , is introduced. 
J? 

For a self-made plasma at low pressure (1x10~® Torr) the critical den¬ 

sity requirement sets - the ignition threshold, but at higher pressures 
% 

( 1 x 10"5 Torr) the second requirement is more constraining and there¬ 

fore controls the ignition. Also it is suspected that I , not I , plays 
P C 

a role in the BPD state and controls the transfer of energy, as measured 

by the emitted light, from the beam to the plasma. 

Ip must increase when the pressure is increased, and must not 

decrease when the ambient plasma density is raised. A theoretical 

analysis shows that this minimum current Ip may be related to the mini- 
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mum electrostatic energy density needed to form solitons (cavitons). 

Two different mechanisms are proposed to give rise to the spatial struc¬ 

ture required for soliton formation: trapping and beam heating. Very 

rough estimates of the ionization rates are given. It is expected that 

further theoretical and experimental efforts will clarify and complete 

the model. 
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